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About the Project
Research shows that human trafficking in India may affect between 20 and
65 million people. Women and girls are trafficked within the country for the
purposes of commercial sexual exploitation and forced marriage. This is
more so in the case of areas where the sex ratio is highly skewed in favour
of men. An alarming number of children are subjected to forced labour as
factory workers, domestic servants, beggars, and agriculture workers, while
others have been used as child soldiers by insurgent or terrorist groups.
According to the National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB), a total of 5264*
cases of human trafficking were reported in India in 2018, where 64% were
women and 48% were below 18 years old. One of the most affected areas
in India includes Telangana.
To prohibit such atrocities, Telangana State Police spearheaded a
comprehensive project with the cooperation of Tharuni, a NonGovernmental Organization, and the British Deputy High Commission,
Hyderabad. Telangana State Government appointed twenty special police
units to prevent the crime and this project devices different methods of
investigation of the crime resulting in controlling the crime and the
punishment of culprits.
On December 17th 2020, this project was inaugurated in an online program
by Mrs. Swati Lakra, IPS along with Dr. Andrew Fleming - British Deputy
High Commissioner, Additional DGP, Mrs. Sumathi, IPS, DIG, Women
Safety Wing, Mrs. Nalini Raghuraman, Political Analyst, British Deputy High
Commission, Dr. Mamatha Raghuveer, Founder, Tharuni, and police
officers from Anti Human Trafficking units of Hyderabad, Warangal, and
Karimnagar.
The project results in a two day online training program for police personnel
in AHTUs across the state, a first of its kind knowledge portal with a wealth
of information on human trafficking that is open to everyone & an online
assessment to check one’s understanding on the subject, resulting in
certification. Ultimately, the project aims to effectively prevent and prosecute
human trafficking cases in Telangana.

*SOURCE:

NCRB

TRAINING SCHEDULE - DAY 1 (February 2, 2021)

9:30 AM - 9:45 AM - Inaugural Speech by Smt. B. Sumathi IPS, Dy. Inspector General of
Police, WSW, TS, Hyderabad
9:45 AM - 10:00 AM - Importance of AHTUs by Smt. Swati Lakra IPS, Addl. Director
General of Police, Women Safety Wing, TS, Hyderabad.
10:00 AM - 10:15 AM -Addressed by Sri. Jitender, IPS., Addl. DGP, Law & Order, TS,
Hyderabad.
SESSION 1
10:30 AM to 12:30 PM -Introduction to AHTUs & Identifying Traffickers in Conventional
Types of Trafficking by Sri. Umapathi IPS, (Retd. IGP)
12:30 PM - 1:00 PM - Case study Discussion on Online Trafficking Cases by Sri. K.
Chandrasheker, Inspector of Police, AHTU, Rachakonda (Cell No. 7901116669) in Cr.No.
321/2020 U/Sec. 370(A) (2) IPC, Sec. 3,4,5 of PIT Act of PS Abdullapurmet, Rachakonda.

SESSION 2
02:00 PM to 04:00 PM - Cyber Trafficking by Sri. Umapathi IPS, (Retd. IGP)
04:00 PM to 04:30 PM - Case study Discussion on Child & Bonded Labour Cases by Sri.
Ramesh, Sub Inspector of Police, PS S.R. Nagar, Hyderabad (Cell No. 8333900133) in Cr.
No. 11/2016, 84/2016 & 5/2017 U/Se. 374 IPC, Sec. 7 JJ Act, 16,17,18 of Bonded Labour
(Abolition) Act 1976 of PS Bhavaninagar, Hyderabad.
04:30 PM to 05:00 PM - Case study Discussion on Yadadri Cases by Sri. Janaki Reddy,
Inspector of Police (Cell No. 9440795648), PS. Yadagirigutta Town, Rachakonda
Feedback

DAY 2 (February 3, 2021)

SESSION 3
10:00 AM to 12:00 PM - Legal Frame Work by Sri. S.R.A. Rozedar (Advocate, Founder
Rozedar Law Associates)
12:00 PM to12:30 PM - Case study Discussion on by Trafficking to other Countries by
Sri. S Sudharshann, Inspector of Police (Cell No. 9490616491), PS. Kalapattar, Hyderabad
in Cr.No. 102/2017 U/Sec. 376(2)(i), 370, 420, 468,471, r/w 34 IPC, Sec. 3,4 of POCSO
Act 2012 of PS Kamatipura, Hyderabad.
12:30 PM to 01:00 PM - Sensitization on Human Trafficking Cases i. Trafficking Cases,
Bonded Labour & Child Labour and Missing Cases by Sri. CH Chennaiah, Dy.
Superintendent of Police, AHTU, Women Safety Wing, TS, Hyderabad.

SESSION 4
02:00 PM to 03:00 PM - Victim Support by Dr. Shekar Seshadri, Senior Professor, Dept
of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry, NIMHANS
03:00 PM to 03:30 PM - Case study Discussion on Conventional Trafficking Case by Sri.
Anjaiah, Inspector of Police (Cell No. 9490616303), PS. Abids, Hyderabad in Cr.No.
57/2020 U/Sec. 370 r/w 34 IPS, Sec. 3,4,5 PIT Act of PS Bowenpally, Hyderabad.
03:30 PM to 04:00 PM - Case study Discussion on Online Trafficking cases by Smt.
Renuka, Sub Inspector of Police(Cell No. 7901110738), AHTU, Cyberabad in Cr.No.
965/2020 U/Sec. 370(A)(2) IPC, Sec. 3,4,5 of PIT Act & Cr.No. 974/2020 U/Sec. 370(A)
(2) IPC, Sec. 3,4,5 of PIT Act of PS Kukatpally, Cyberabad.
Feedback & Closing remarks by Smt. Mamatha Raghuveer, Tharuni Founder.
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MODULE 1
INTRODUCTION

TO

AHTU'S

1.1 AHTUs in Telangana & Relevance of Women Safety Wing
1.2 Background to AHTUs
1.3 Objectives of AHTU
1.4 Structure of AHTU
1.5 Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) of AHTU
(The following module is a compilation of information from UNODC Synergy in Action - Protocol on the Structure
and Function of IAHTUs in India by PM Nair et al. 2007 and SOP on AHTU issued by Govt. of Telangana)
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1.1 AHTUs in Telangana
Telangana is equipped with 31 AHTUs with 310 police personnel on the
whole, staffing these units.. The nodal office is located in Hyderabad
All the unit officers are instructed to adhere to the following guidelines:
The articles like vehicles, furniture and other equipment to be provided by
MHA may be utilized and made available for exclusive usage of AHTU.
One four wheeler and 1 or 2 Motor cycles shall be allocated for the newly
established AHTUS.
The cases of children who are found missing for more than 4 months shall
be transferred to AHTU of respective units and investigated by adhering to
SOPs without further time lapse.
Each AHTU shall be empowered to take action against HT, particularly of
women and children, by working in coordination with other stakeholders i.e.
prosecution, line departments, NGOs and experts in the field for:
(a) Coordinated action for rescue of victims of human trafficking especially
women and children.
(b) Provide suitable post rescue care and counselling to victims rescued,
especially women and children.
(c) Regular visit of shelter homes housing victims of trafficking within the
jurisdiction of districts concerned.
(d) Conducting regular training courses for sensitizing and capacity building of
police & other officials concerned.
(e) Maintaining data base of trafficking in human beings in the district.
These Units should regularly coordinate with officers from WCWD in the
District and/or other relevant line Departments.
They should also coordinate with reputed local NGOs and experts in the field
of HT. AHTUs may also engage the services of legal counselors or associate
district/State legal service authority for legal counselling of victims.
The AHTU shall attend to all the aspects of trafficking viz. prevention,
investigation, protection and prosecution. They will also develop database of
traffickers, network with all concerned agencies as and when required. AHTU
will thus be the field level functional unit to address human trafficking in a
holistic manner.
The Anti-Human Trafficking module of Women Safety Wing under ADGP,
Women Safety, TS at the State level shall regularly monitor the functioning of
AHTUs set up at the district level.
For operational purpose, respective AHTU shall act as Nodal Unit on behalf of
Unit Office

Relevance of Women Safety Wing (WSW)
Women Safety Wing ensures the safety, dignity and empowerment of
women in the state. It brings together different organizations working towards
women safety.
WSW contributes to curbing trafficking in various ways:
Equipped with world class facilities the 24/7 the “Bharosa” support
centre, provides police, legal, medical, psychological and rehabilitation
support under one roof to victims of rape, child sexual abuse and
domestic violence.
WSW spearheads Operation Muskaan which works towards rescuing
and rehabilitating missing children.
WSW plays a supervisory role in monitoring the functioning of AHTUs in
all districts of Telangana
WSW is one of the most significant stakeholders in the project
'Strengthening AHTUs in Telangana for Effective Prosecution and Prevention
of Human Trafficking Cases'. WSW is entirely responsible for the end-to-end
implementation of this project.

1.1 BACKGROUND TO AHTUs
Background

In June 2010, the Central Government through the Ministry of Home Affairs
issued an advisory notification with the subject “Comprehensive Scheme for
Establishment of integrated Anti Human Trafficking Units and capacity building
of responders, including Training of Trainers for strengthening the law
enforcement response to human trafficking in India Plan”, where it directed
that State Governments across the country to notify AHTUs for all their
districts that would be responsible for registration of complaints and
investigation of all cases related to human trafficking.
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Ensuring focused attention in dealing with offences of HT;
Providing a multi– disciplinary approach and a joint response by all stake
holders, such as police, prosecutors, NGOs, civil society and media;
Bringing about inter-departmental collaboration among the police and all other
government agencies and departments, such as women and child, labour,
health, etc.;
Bringing about inter-agency collaboration among government agencies and nonstate actors like, NGOs and corporates;
Bringing about effective networking among various civil society partners,
especially those working on specialized aspects of anti human trafficking;
Ensuring a human rights approach in the response systems;
Integrated Anti Human Trafficking Unit in India
Ensuring a victim-centric approach which ensures the ‘best interest of the victim/
survivor’ and prevents ‘secondary victimization/ re-victimization’ of the victim;
Ensuring a gender sensitive and child rights sensitive approach in dealing with
trafficked victims;
Ensuring an ‘organized crime’ perspective in dealing with trafficking crimes.

The integrated AHTUs have a comprehensive mandate for attending to the 3 P’s,
that is Prevention, Prosecution and Protection:
Prevention – to prevent trafficking crimes
Prosecution - to prosecute all the offenders, conspirators and
abettors.
Protection – to ensure best care and attention to the survivors
and ensure that they are not harmed further

1.2 OBJECTIVES OF AHTU
Dealing with offences of human trafficking (HT) and providing multi-disciplinary
approach and ensuring a joint response by all stakeholders.
Dealing with HT as an ‘organized crime’ with ‘basket of crimes concept’ (involving
offences of wrongful restraint, wrongful confinement, selling and buying minors for the
purpose of prostitution, begging, bonded labour, gang rape, subjecting women and
children to commercial sexual exploitation, etc.)
Bringing about ‘inter-departmental collaboration’ among the Police and all other
Government agencies and departments, such as women, Children, Disabled & Senior
Citizens Dept., Labour, Health, Sarva Sikhsa Abhiyan, etc.
Conducting rescue operations with the assistance of NGOs, Women & Child
Department and Labour Welfare Dept. whenever they receive information about
trafficking activities either from police sources, or NGOs or from civil society.
Ensuring registration of cases from the perspective of trafficking as a ‘continuous
crime concept’ i.e., from the source to the destination.
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Providing ‘victim witness support’ till the end of the trial.
Guiding and mentoring NGOs from the prosecution perspective inter alia
evidence collection, victim preparation for trial etc.
Ensuring ‘a victim-centric approach’ which ensures the best interest of the
victim / survivor and preventing secondary victimization / re-victimization of
the victim as well as ensuring a gender sensitive and child rights sensitive
approach in dealing with trafficked victims.
Functioning as the ‘grass roots unit’ for collection and development of an
exhaustive database on all law enforcement aspects of the crime, including
information on traffickers secret networks and trafficking gangs, which they
will convey to the District and State Crime Records Bureau for further
transmission to the National Crime Records Bureau.
The AHTU will attend to all the three aspects of trafficking viz prevention,
protection and prosecution. The AHTU will thus be the ‘field level functional
unit’ to address human trafficking in a holistic manner.

1.3 STRUCTURE OF AHTU
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1.4 SOP OF AHTU

1. Activities before registration of FIR
2. Pre-rescue planning
3. Rescue before registration of FIR
4. Registering FIR
5. Investigation
6. Rescue after registration of FIR
7. Post rescue activities
8. Charge-sheet
9. Prosecution
10. Referral mechanisms
11. Prevention

1. Activities before registration of FIR
a. Collect intelligence on traffickers.
b. Interrogation of suspects needs to be thorough
c. Follow up on one lead can lead to information on another.
d. Develop, update & share database on traffickers
e. Some information sources
i. Travel agents/tour operators
ii. Immigration agents
iii. Marriage bureaus
iv. Hotels
v. Massage parlours
vi. Escort services
vii. Illegal abortion clinics
viii. Internet sites

2. Pre-Rescue Planning
a. Take prompt action on the information
b. Verify the genuineness of the information
c. Understand which departments are to be associated with the operation
i. the when, where and how of it;
ii. how many are likely to be rescued
iii. how many are likely to be arrested.
d. Ensure appropriate legal and administrative sanction wherever required.
e. Think about logistics including food, clothes, medicines, money etc. That
may be required
f. Think about a contingency plan in case of unforeseen challenges
g. Consider how the confidentiality of the operation can be maintained
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3. Rescue Before Registering the FIR
a. Enter source information in the GD maintaining the anonymity of the
source/victim/location.
b. Carry out a recce of the place to be searched.
c. Draw a map of the area which can be used for briefing and assigning
specific duties (includes duties like cordoning, guarding entry and exit
points, locating hide-outs etc.).
d. Wherever possible obtain a search warrant
e. Ensure proper composition of the rescue team:
i. Team should have two women officials of any rank
f. If rescued persons are to be interviewed, it shall be done by a woman
police officer or in the presence of woman representative of an NGO.
g. Secure the help of NGOs to act as witnesses.
h. Arrange adequate number of vehicles and escort for rescued persons so
that victims are segregated from offenders.
i. Arrange material for documentation and evidence collection such writing
pads, white paper, pen, etc.
j. Inform appropriate authorities regarding the places to be visited and time
of operation.
k. Alert the authorities of the homes in the vicinity
l. Conduct the rescue promptly.
m. Identify children among the rescued as they have to be produced before
the Child Welfare Committee.
n. Ensure safety of all rescued persons
o. Segregate offenders from the victims
p. Allow rescued person to take their belongings with them
q. Collect documents and exhibits from the place of rescue.

4. Registering the FIR
a. Appropriate sections of ITPA to be used in FIR.
b. In addition to ITPA, IPC sections such as 366A, 366B, 372, 373, 375, 376,
377, 120A,120 B, 416, 417, 339, 340A, 341, 342, etc., to be invoked.
c. Other special provisions such as JJ Act, (Sec 67) etc, to be invoked
d. If additional offences are revealed during investigation the IO can add the
appropriate provisions and file additional memos in court.
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Checklist
Essential ingredients of law referred to based on the facts of the
case to support the offence

Details of source, transit and destination

Telephone numbers, cell numbers, internet sites etc., of the
suspects

Details of the physical injuries and trauma noticed on the victims

Take care to mention the apparent age of the victim as age is a
crucial factor in deciding the course of action to be followed

If the rescued person is an adult and she says that she was
trafficked when she was a child, use the sections of law which
would apply to child trafficking such as 366A, 372, 376 of IPC, and
the recent POCSO Act, 2012, if she was a child after the act came
into force, because trafficking is a continuous offence and had
commenced when the person was a child
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5. Investigation
Collection of Material Objects
Diaries, notebooks, account books, registers etc., in the brothel
Travel documents like bus/train/air tickets
Rent agreements, rent receipts, ration cards, passports, driving license
and any other documents which may help to prove the existence and
address of the brothel.
Receipts and registers reflecting expenditure on medicines (including
contraceptives, doctor’s prescriptions, hospital records indicating
termination of pregnancy of victims), cosmetics, pornography etc., to prove
the sexual exploitation of victims.
Photographs, albums, videos, pornographic material, computers, hard
disks, brochures etc., to prove sexual exploitation and existence of an
organized network of criminals.
Vehicles used for transportation victims to prove transportation of victims
and lining up places of exploitation.
Visitors list, tokens issued, documents regarding clients etc., to prove
exploitation.

Search
MOs should be collected from the scene of crime during rescue under
panchanama.
Search the accused person for documents and notebooks etc.
Search vehicles of transportation.
Search the hideouts/residence/place of residence of the offenders.
Search bank lockers
Search the customers/clientele
Search places where data/information is stored.
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Interrogation of Suspects & Accused
Associate other agencies for interrogation like the income tax department,
and other financial institutions, immigration department, labour department
etc.
Use scientific methods in the process of interrogation.
If during interrogation it transpires that the arrested person is victim, the
person should be treated as victim and should not be victimised.

Arrest of Accused
The arrested female offender should be searched by a female police
official u/s 51(2) and 100(3).
Medical examination of the accused should also be done.
Follow up on communications on the cell phones of the accused before
and after arrest as it can lead to intelligence of trafficking links and more
arrests.

6. Rescue After Registration of FIR
All the principles of rescue before registration of FIR will be applicable here. In
addition, the following steps need to be carried out:
The IO should record the events in the CD.
Statements u/s 161 Cr.P.C need to be recorded.
All memos should bear the FIR no., and date.
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7. Post-Rescue Activities
Recording statements.
Counselling by a trained counsellor.
Age Statement:
The IO must obtain the date of birth certificate, school certificate, ration
card or any other document useful to determine the victim’s age.
The IO must send the victim for age determination test to a forensic
medicine department.
All possible circumstantial evidence regarding the age of the victim from
neighbours, other rescued persons, etc.
In case of doubt, or dispute with regard to the age of the victim, the IO
must refer the case to Medical Board.
Production of the rescued person before the Magistrate/CWC
Produce adult victims before the Magistrate
Produce child victims before the CWC
If nobody is available, send the rescued persons to government run or
NGO run Home
If none of the above are available, the police officer should take the
initiative to arrange a place

Medical Care of Victims
Informed consent of the
victim is mandatory before
a medical examination.
A lady police official should
escort victim.
The presence of a known
NGO may also be secured.
Since the victims may be
addicted to drugs, drinks,
smoking etc. they may be
referred to appropriate deaddiction
counselling
services.

Restoration of Victims
Police should ensure that
the victims are released to
the appropriate person
after receipt of home
verification report.
Police
should
provide
adequate security to the
victim during the transfer of
the victim.
Police should only allow
genuine and supportive
parents/guardians to take
custody of the rescued
victim.

Home Verification
A list of NGOs working on AHT may be kept ready and provided to the
Magistrate.
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8. Chargesheet
A correct and proper charge sheet
is a sine-qua-non in securing
conviction in any crime.
As HT is an organized crime,
prepare a matrix of crimeoffender-evidence and present it
in the CD.
Legal opinion of prosecutor is to
be taken for drafting the charge
sheet.
Collect all expert opinions and
reports including the following:
Medical report of sexual
abuse, sexually transmitted
diseases, medical history of
the victim
Age verification
Expert
opinion
on
psychosocial trauma.
Copies of statements of
accused recorded u/s 25 IEA
10. Referral Mechanism
The objective is to rehabilitate
trafficked persons by referring
them to counselors or relief, for
health care for psychological
intervention, legal representation,
victim compensation and overall
rehabilitation.
Compensation to the victim;
Specific mechanism has been
worked by Telangana vide
G.O Ms No.09, dt:07.03.2018
of
Law(LA.LA&amp;J-Home
Court.B),Dept,
Govt
of
Telangana, compensation is
given to the victims of Anti
Human Trafficking by state
legal service authority through
WCD, Telangana.
The one time grant has been
given by Central Govt. for the
purpose.

9. Prosecution

Briefing the prosecutors not only on
the facts of the case, but also on
the victims traumas, organised
crime linkage etc.,
Prepare the victim for testimony in
court with the assistance of
counsellors or NGOs
Prepare the witnesses
Ensure victim/witness protection
during trial.

11. Prevention
Prevention through aggressive law
enforcement by putting traffickers
behind bars
Prevention by properly rehabilitating
victims prevents re-trafficking.
Prevention at the source area by
conducting awareness campaigns
involving agencies concerned.
Prevention at transit areas such as
railway stations, bus stops etc., by
appropriate intervention
Keeping vigil at locations prone to
trafficking
by
monitoring
the
movements of strangers in these
places.
Ensuring
effective
patrolling,
especially at highways , dhabas,
railway stations and bus stations
where a special ‘vigil’ needs to be
maintained to check the movements
of the traffickers accompanied with
victims.
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MODULE 2
IDENTIFYING

TRAFFICKERS

2.1 Identifying Traffickers in Various Types of Trafficking
2.2 Other Indicators
2.3 Trafficking Red Flags
(The following module is a compilation of information from Stop Human Trafficking Book by Tharuni NGO &
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-2334-kinds-of-human-trafficking.html ,
https://www.stopthetraffik.org/about-human-trafficking/types-of-exploitation/ , Cyber trafficking: recruiting
victims of human trafficking through the net by STHANASSIA P. SYKIOTOU, The Vienna Forum to fight Human
Trafficking 13-15 February 2008, Austria Center Vienna Background Paper & AP Police Training Manual (AHT)
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2.1 Identifying Traffickers
Conventional Types
Commercial Sexual Exploitation - The victims are mainly women. In this process
women are forced to involve in sexual activities. It may occur in prostitution sites
and brothel centers.
Traffickers can be identified with the help of informants: officers must identify and
recruit people who operate at the fringes of these sex trafficking ventures (transit
areas, bars, etc.)
Traffickers/ offenders in trafficking for prostitution and other forms of sexual
exploitation (for pornography) will be –
Recruiter and agents of recruiter (relative, stranger, boy friend, etc.)
Seller of trafficked person (parents, guardians who knowingly sell/ traffic their
child/ ward, etc.)
Buyer of trafficked person (main financier, brothel manager, massage parlour
owner, beauty parlour, person running brothel from private apartment, person
running business of filming pornography, etc.)
Transporter (taxi owner, bus driver, bus conductor, etc.)
Accomplices (brothel madam, pimp, anyone who detains the victim/ child of
victim/ jewelry of victim in the brothel, who seduces the victim for prostitution
when he is in care/ custody of the victim, other workers helping run
establishments used for prostitution or for filming pornography, the one who
uploads pornography, the hotel staff where the trafficker and victim stay during
transit, etc.)
Customer/ client (the buyer of sex, the one who downloads child pornography
on payment, etc.).
Forced/Bonded Labour - It involves the persons to work as bonded labours or
slaves by the way of forcing them or awarding punishments for not working and
force them to work for little remuneration or payment in order to reduce their debts.
They may enter into the contracts with their consent.
The person will work within the employer home for long periods with certain
restrictions for limited pay.
Traffickers/ offenders in labour trafficking crimes will be Recruiter and agents of recruiter (relative, stranger, placement agency/ agent,
travel/ immigration, agent, boy friend, etc.)
Seller of trafficked person (parents, guardians who knowingly sell/ traffic their
child/ ward, etc.)
Buyer of trafficked person (placement agency, factory owner, farm owner,
middleman, householder employing person for domestic work, contractors, brick
kiln owners, factory owners, etc.)
Transporter (taxi owner, bus driver, bus conductor, etc.)
Accomplices (staff of the placement agency, contractors, middle men,
supervisors and administrators of factories and other work establishments,
government officials from passport offices, immigration, border security
agencies, the hotel staff where the trafficker and victim stay, during transit, etc.).
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Organ Trafficking - The persons will transport the organs of the victims to
another place for money. The victim here involves both gender and without any
difference in their ages.
It includes person ranging from small child to old person and even dead persons
too.
It may happen with or without their consent.

Child Trafficking
It includes both gender male and female. Child trafficking happens mainly for
labour or sex trade. They are forced to work as bonded slaves under military
camps in kitchen work and/or in some other violent or illegal activity.
The children are below 18 years who are considered to be minors.
It is the children of the poor and marginalized communities who are often
trafficked to be forced into labour.
Parents of these children are either betrayed or lured due to their poor socioeconomic conditions thus forcing them to ‘send’ or ‘sell’ their children for better
livelihood options.
These children are often forced into prostitution and begging rackets and are
destined for a life of child abuse and exploitation.
Child Sexual Abuse (CSA) is a mental or physical violation of a child with sexual
intent, generally by a person who is in a position of power and trust of a child. It
includes (i) an adult revealing his/her genital organs to the child and influencing
the child to do the same, (ii) touching and fondling of a child and an adult having
oral, anal and vaginal intercourse with a child with or without penetration which
includes rape and sodomy, (iii) an adult persuading or encouraging a child to
listen to, read or view any pornographic material or (iv) an adult forcibly marrying
a minor are also issues that come under the subject of child abuse.
Child marriages are considered one of most prevalent forms of child abuse and
sexual exploitation that exists.
Traffickers can be identified by intercepting children who are not in school during
school hours and community policing (working with the communities in the area
to form committees and work alongside them).
In child/forced marriages cases, traffickers are usually:
Recruiter and agents of recruiter (relative, stranger, etc.)
Seller of trafficked person (parents, guardians who knowingly sell/ traffic their
child/ ward, or ‘husband’ who further sells his ‘wife’ to another buyer, etc.)
Buyer of trafficked person (‘husband’ or another middleman, etc.)
Transporter (taxi owner, bus driver, bus conductor, etc.)
Accomplices [priest (of any religion) who solemnizes marriage, middleman,
the hotel staff where the trafficker and victim stay during transit, etc.].
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Cyber Trafficking
Refers to the use of cyber‐space for: the recruitment of victims; advertisement of
victims, advertisement of victims’ services or victims’ organs; and for attracting
clients. Internet is advantageous for traffickers for the following reasons:
Access to the Internet
Affordability of technology and services (low cost)
Anonymity of users (traffickers have a reduced risk to be caught)
Speed – as it is fast (leaving only digital traces)
Criminals ability to work from home and operate in many locations reaching
more victims
Inability of victims to identify the perpetrators because their identity might be
unknown
High profitability of crime in relation to the investment required
Lack of appropriate policies and legislation on cyber‐crimes that creates
problems in prosecution & jurisdiction
Traffickers use the form of spams to lure their
victims
Newsgroups: sites for exchange of information
can be misused to find women and children for the
purpose of exploitation, and to upload and
download illegal pornography.
Web message and bulletin boards: exchange of
information misused by sexual perpetrators;
similar to newsgroups but can be private and
password protected.
Websites: can be misused as venues for
distribution
of
pornography,
maintained
recreationally or for profit. Can now offer
streaming videos.
Chat rooms: real time communication can be
misused by predators to abuse children or recruit
potential victims. No messages are archived or
stored, and no log files are maintained.
File Transfer Protocol (FTP): effective way of
exchanging files on the internet, is misused to
exchange child pornography. Allows users to have
direct access to another’s computer hard drive to
upload and download files.
Search engines: powerful indexes of cyberspace,
can be misused by criminals to find illegal content.
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Traffickers may recruit the victims via:
Communication
Inviting the victims to undertake traveling, job opportunities
or higher studies, to marry or be involved romantically.
Advertisements
sites of marriage agencies
escorts’ sites
various job offering sites including:
home assistance
waitressing
modeling
entertainment industry
construction / factories / agriculture
educational courses
matrimonial offers
tourism
work in the sex industry
Traffickers need to be differentiated based on:
The method of recruiting their victims;
Whether they choose to transfer their victims abroad or not for exploitation;
How they use the Internet and their involvement in the creation of sites;
Their personal involvement in the exploitation of the victims (e.g. exploitation
for personal use and not necessarily for economic profit)
Their level of association with transnational/national organized criminal
networks.
Generally there are three categories of traffickers
Traffickers who often set up sites in the countries of origin and in the languages
of potential victims. These sites then spawn others, often building up to form
national recruitment networks. They are also tailored to the market the
traffickers are targeting;
The material collected via a first site is then used on a second, aimed at
attracting users. Information on the recruited victims is translated into English
and the languages of other sex or labour markets where the traffickers wish to
operate. Traffickers in these two groups may be identical (the same person) or,
more often, the second may act as accomplice to the first;
The third type is the trafficker who recruits victims and exploits them directly
(without middlemen) via online booking with users (clients, employers, etc)
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2.2 Other Indicators
They roam malls, aftercare centers, bus stations and social media to lure victims.
Traffickers will tell people that their parents, teachers and other adults don’t
understand or appreciate them.
They will make people feel wanted and secure.
They prey on young people’s hopes or dreams to improve their lives.
If you are with friends, traffickers know how to get you to leave your friends.
Women and children also can be recruiters for traffickers. It’s not just suspicious
older men.
It is difficult to identify a trafficker by his/her looks, age, socio-economic level,
daytime job or clothes.
Traffickers will trick people into believing they are your “lover” and shower you with
gifts.
Traffickers trick people into turning them against the people whom they trust.
If someone appears desperate or needy, a trafficker will figure out what is needed
and offer it to you.

2.3 Trafficking Red Flags
Identifying victims is as important as identifying traffickers
Lack of knowledge of their whereabouts
Not in control of belongings or ID/Passport
Restricted or controlled communication – not allowed to speak for self
A van that seems out of place nearby trucks or lorries;
A vehicle dropping someone off at a truck and picking them up 15-20 minutes
later
Signs of abuse
Earnings per day
Ability to leave work by choice
Any other suspicious activity
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MODULE 3
LEGAL

FRAMEWORK

3.1 Applicable Laws
3.2 Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act, 1956
3.3 Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Amendment Bill, 2018
3.4 Presumptions in Law
3.5 Offences Relevant to Child Trafficking
3.6 Relevant Authorities
3.7 Relevant Provisions
3.8 Registering FIR
3.9 Rescue Operation Logistics
3.10 Rescue Guidelines
3.11 Post-Rescue Guidelines
3.12 Scene of Crime Investigation Guidelines
3.13 Do's & Don't's of Cyber Crime Investigation
(The following module is a compilation of information from www.prsindia.org, Handbook on the Legal Processes
for Police in respect to Crimes Against Children - P.M Nair, 2019, Investigating Sex Trafficking A Handbook - P.M.
Nair, 2020, UNODC SOP on Investigating Crimes of Trafficking for CSE & UNODC SOP on Investigating Crimes of
Trafficking for Forced Labour))
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3.1 Applicable Laws
Article 23(1) of the Indian Constitution prohibits traffic in human beings, beggar,
and other similar forms of forced labour and states that contravention of this
fundamental right against exploitation is a punishable offence. Additionally, the
following legislations are relevant to child trafficking:
Indian Penal Code, 1860
Immoral Traffic Prevention Act, 1956
Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act, 2012 (POCSO Act)
Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2015 (JJ Act, 2015)
The Bonded Labour System (Abolition) Act, 1976
Besides, legislations such as the Prohibition of Child Marriage Act, 2006; Child
and Adolescent Labour (Prohibition & Regulation) Act, 1986; and
Transplantation of Human Organs Act, 1994 will also apply to cases involving
trafficking for marriage, labour, or sale of organs, respectively. The provisions of
the Information Technology Act, 2000 and the Scheduled Castes and the
Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989 as amended in 2015 may
also be relevant.

3.2 Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act, 1956
Primary legislation for the prevention of sexual exploitation for women and girls.
Punishment for keeping a brothel or allowing premises to be used as a brothel
Punishment for living on the earnings of prostitution
Punishment for procuring, inducing or taking person for the sake of prostitution
Detaining a person in premises where prostitution is carried on
Prostitution in or in the vicinity of public places
Seducing or soliciting for purpose of prostitution
Seduction of a person in custody
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3.3 Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Amendment Bill, 2018
The Bill creates a law for investigation of all types of trafficking, and rescue,
protection and rehabilitation of trafficked victims.
The Bill provides for the establishment of investigation and rehabilitation authorities
at the district, state and national level. Rehabilitation Committees will provide care
and rehabilitation to the rescued victims.
The Bill classifies certain purposes of trafficking as ‘aggravated’ forms of trafficking
attracting higher punishment (forced labour, bearing children, begging, or for
inducing early sexual maturity).
The Bill punishes an owner or lessor of a premise if he knowingly allows trafficking to
be carried out on the premise. Under the Bill, the owner or lessor is presumed to
have knowledge of the offence, unless they can prove otherwise. This provision may
violate Article 21 of the Constitution.
The Bill provides immunity to a victim only if he commits an offence punishable with
imprisonment of more than ten years and not for lesser offences.
The Bill provides for punishment of persons who distribute or publish material which
may lead to trafficking.

3.4 Offences Relevant to Child Trafficking
Under the IPC, the following provisions would apply to a case of trafficking for
commercial sexual exploitation of a person below 18 years:
Procuration of minor girl under 18 years – Section 366-A
Importation of girl under 21 years from foreign country– Section 366-B
Trafficking of minor– Section 370 (4)
Trafficking of more than one minor – Section 370 (5)
Punishment for repeat trafficker of minors – Section 370 (6)
Exploitation of a trafficked minor – Section 370-A(1)
Habitual dealing in slaves – Section 371
Selling minor girl for purposes of prostitution – Section 372
Buying minor girl for purposes of prostitution – Section 373
Under ITPA, the following provisions are relevant:
Punishment for keeping a brothel or allowing premises to be used as a brothel–
Section 3
Punishment for living on the earnings of prostitution of a child – Section 4
Procuring, inducing or taking child for the sake of prostitution – Section 5
Trafficking/abetment of trafficking – Section 5B
Person visiting brothel for sexual exploitation of trafficked victim – Section 5C
Detaining a person in premises where prostitution is carried on – Section 6
Prostitution in or the vicinity of public place in respect to a child – Section 7
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3.5 Presumptions in Law
Under the ITPA, the ‘doctrine of presumption’ is a good weapon for preventing and
combating trafficking by virtue of the fact that the specific provisions of presumption
casts onus of proof on the accused. The relevant provisions are:
Section 3 provides punishment for keeping a brothel or allowing premises to be
used as a brothel. It shall be presumed, u/s 3(2A), that the concerned person
(owner, tenant, lessee, occupier, in-charge of any such premises) has knowledge
of the same if:
a report is published in a newspaper with local circulation that the premises
concerned are being used for prostitution, as revealed during a search;
a copy of the search list is made available to the person concerned.
If any person, over 18 years of age, is proved to have exercised control, direction or
influence over the movements of another person who is below 18 years of age, in
such a manner as to show that he/she is aiding, abetting or compelling the other
person to for prostitution, it shall be presumed that he/ she is living on the earnings of
prostitution of another person and is liable under Section 4 of ITPA.
If a person is found with a child in a brothel, it will be presumed unless the contrary is
proven that the person has detained the child in a premise where prostitution is
carried on.
If medical examination of a child or minor found in a brothel reveals sexual abuse, it
will be presumed unless the contrary is proven that the child or minor had been
detained in the brothel for the purpose of prostitution or was sexually exploited for
commercial purposes.
According to Section 6 (3) of ITPA, a person shall be presumed to have detained a
woman or a girl in a brothel or upon any premises for CSE, if the person withholds
from her any of her property (like jewelery, dress, money etc.), with intent to
compel/induce her to remain there. He is also liable if he threatens her with action if
she takes away any such property lent/supplied to her by, or on the direction of, such
a person.

3.6 Relevant Authorities

3.7 Relevant Provisions

2 3
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3.8 Registering FIR
Reach out to the crime: Instead of waiting for the crime to be
reported to the PS, reach out to the crime.
No delay: There should not be any delay in registering FIR
The content: The FIR has to be on the statement of the
complainant. The statement cannot be altered or amended by the
police.
Complainant: Anybody can be the complainant. If nobody comes
forth, the police official should be the complainant
Jurisdiction: FIR can be lodged with the police at any of the
places at the source, transit or destination u/s 5(3) ITPA.
Copy of the FIR has to be given free of cost to the complainant.
Female witnesses/victims are to be interviewed at the place of
their choice
After sunset: No female witness should be summoned to the
police station after sunset
GC/SR case: All cases of trafficking be treated as ‘Grave Crimes’
or ‘Special Report’ Crimes (depending on the terminology in vogue)

3.9 Rescue Operation Logistics
Legal instruments to be taken prior to rescue operation
Search warrants – Sec. 93, 94, 97, 98 and 100 of CrPC
NBWs - Non-bailable warrants – especially, if the police are
unable to find the person to serve him with summons or if that
the person could harm someone if not placed in custody. Police
officer leading the rescue should file an application before the
jurisdictional Magistrate for the NBW.
For assisting victims
Kit – containing clothes, toiletries
Medicines
Food (especially for children)
Common resources
Sketch map of the area made after the decoy operation.
Adequate number of vehicles and escort persons to transport
the rescued person(s) and trafficker(s) separately.
Video and stills cameras.
Boxes and equipment for collecting, storing and transporting
evidence.
First – aid kits
Drinking water
Torch, hammers, cutters (especially for rescue in brothels to
break open places where victims are hidden by traffickers).
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3.10 Rescue Guidelines
Special police officer (SPO) can search without warrant u/s 15
ITPA and carry out rescue.
The Magistrate can authorize any police officer (SI and above)
u/s 16 ITPA to rescue anybody any time.
Do not delay rescue at any cost
Information source for rescue could be anybody. Develop good
contacts with all stakeholders.
Women police officers (WPO) as required u/s 15(6A) for
rescue.
Two respectable persons are required as prosecution
witnesses (PW) during search and one of them shall be a women
u/s 15(2 ITPA)
Interview of rescued person should be done only by WPO and,
if WPO is not available, along with a woman from an NGO, as
mandated u/s 15 (6A) ITPA.
Rescued persons are to be produced before the Magistrate
forthwith (s.16 ITPA).
The police officers need to know beforehand as to where the
Rescue Home is available.
As and when the rescue is done, please notify the home
regarding the number of persons going to be lodged.
Rescue Party should have adequate number of vehicles so that
the rescued persons could be transported without publicity and
glare
Search and seizure of all material evidence, is important. This
should be done at the first available opportunity so that evidence
is not destroyed.
Active listening to the victims, with complete attention on all that
is spoken and not spoken will give a complete picture to the
investigator.
Evaluation: Do undertake a critical evaluation of the entire
rescue and post rescue processes so that the response is better
during the subsequent ones

Rescue Guidelines for Children
Children are to be dealt with under the provisions of the JJ Act,
2015 also.
Therefore, while rescue is going on, do segregate the children
from the adult victims and proceed with them under JJ Act.
The child must be removed from the charge or control of the
guardian exploiting the child and must be produced before the
CWC for rehabilitation
Before taking charge of a child involved in begging, the child must
be informed that the child is not being apprehended or arrested
for any offence.
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3.11 Post-Rescue Guidelines
Distinguish victim from the suspect/accused by a process of intelligent
observation and interviewing.
Do not mix up suspects and accused with victims.
Do not intimidate or abuse victims by words/action/gesture/demeanor.
No publicity should be allowed. Ensure anonymity.
Empower the victims. Make them aware of their rights so that they can
also ensure that their rights are not violated.
See that the victim gets possession of all her belongings.
See that the children of the victims are provided due care and attention
and are not separated from the mother, if they were living together before
rescue.
Ensure safety of victims during rescue and post-rescue transfers and
movements.
Get the medical examination of the victim done without delay. Utilize the
services of female doctors/Para medical staff, as far as possible.

Post -Rescue Guidelines (Children)
Rescued children should be produced before the Child Welfare Committee
(CWC) constituted under the JJ Act, 2015.
During the pendency of verification, the child can be kept in a child care
institution after obtaining orders from the CWC concerned

3.12 Scene of Crime (SOC) Investigation Guidelines
SOC should include:
source point (e.g., place of recruitment)
trafficking routes (including mode of transport)
transit points (e.g., halting places enroute)
destination point
points of exploitation (e.g., brothel)
places where the ‘products’ of exploitation were transferred to
Records maintained in the various SOC (e.g., the register in the brothel) should
be investigated
Photography/videography of the SOC without violating rights of the victims.
Forensic Evidence: The different materials that are relevant in a SOC of rape,
ipso facto, apply to a trafficking SOC too.
Technological Evidence: IO should use the services of experts to locate,
segregate, document, lift preserve, transfer and record the technical evidences
and technology related forensics.
SOC Map:. There is a need for a physical and electronic map showing all the
SOC, the offenders thereon, the victims and witnesses at each of these places,
etc.
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3.13 Do's & Don't's Dealing with Cyber Crime Offences
Do save screenshots/URLs/messages/multimedia files etc. that may act as
evidence.
Do talk to the child and ask not to disclose any personal information like
home/ school address.
Do ensure that the child does not deactivate/delete accounts or
communication with the offender
Do notice any changes in the child’s behaviour and get expert help if needed.
After identifying the scene of offence, IO should secure it and, take note of every
individual physically present at the scene of offence, and their role at the time of
securing the scene of offence.
From the info gathered and visual inspection of the scene of offence, IO should
identify all potential evidences.
These physical evidences may include conventional physical evidences like the
manuals, user guides and, other items left behind like passwords on slips, bank
account numbers etc.
It is also important to note the position of the various equipment and items at
the scene of offence. For e.g., a mouse on the left hand side of the desktop
possibly indicates the person operating the computer is a left-handed user.
While identifying the digital evidence, IO should make sure that, the potentially
perishable evidence is identified and, all the precautions are put in place for its
preservation. At the time of review, distributing or altering the condition of
electronic evidences should be avoided.
If the systems are OFF, they should not be turned ON for the inspection. If
systems are on, it is advised to leave them ON.
If systems are ON at the scene of offence, IO should take appropriate steps to
photograph it, plan for the seizure of evidences at the earliest and document it.
IO should notify appropriate technical personnel to support during the seizure
process, so that the perishable evidences (volatile data) are appropriately
recovered without loss.
IO should make note of the attached network cables and powerlines to the
systems.
With the help of the complainant or the technical person at the agency, make note
of all the network connections, modems, telephone lines and, mark them both
the equipment connection end and, from the source in thewalls.
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MODULE 4
VICTIM

SUPPORT

4.1 First Response
4.2 Preparing for the Interview
4.3 Stages of the Interview
4.4 Interview Skills
4.5 Victim Compensation Schemes
(The following module is a compilation of information from UNODC Journey to Justice- Manual for Psychosocial
Intervention & Handbook on the Legal Processes for Police in respect to Crimes Against Children - P.M Nair, 2019,
& http://wcdsc.tg.nic.in/protectionwomenMain.php )

4.1 First Response
First Response to the victim of the crime of trafficking is a psychosocial
response that helps
the victims cope with the traumatic impact of the crime.

Right to be treated with dignity
Introduce yourself
Address them like you would
an elder person
Seek permission to continue or
end the conversation or before
involving a third person
Validate their anger and fear
Treat her mistrust as normal
Right to safety
Make sure all victims are
offered safety
Assess future risk to prevent
re-trafficking
Right to information
Who are you?
What is the purpose of this
activity?
Who all are participating in this
activity?
Inform her that she is not a
criminal. No harm will come to
her or people dear to her.
What all will happen in the
next twenty four hours?
What will happen next week?
What will happen later?
Where are facilities like toilet?
Where can they get food,
water, some clothes, a blanket
or bed sheet?
Who do they ask if they want
something?
Who do they ask if they are
not feeling well? etc.

Right to have access to basic
resources
Arrange for a light meal and
water.
Make provisions for toilets.
Organize enough clothing for
the survivors appropriate for
the season.
It may be useful to arrange
for a “welcome kit”, so that
the survivors do not need to
ask anybody for their basic
requirements.
Advise the victim if she
needs to undergo a medical
examination for rape or
sexual assault
Right not to be criminalized
and retraumatized
The first contact interview is
essentially an introduction
and should aim to form a
relationship of trust with the
survivor.
The hurry to treat the first
contact interview as the
evidential interview is likely
to jeopardize the cause of
justice that is being pursued
Do not insist on the survivor
being the complainant
Do not charge her as the
perpetrator of the crime
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4.2 Preparing for the Interview
Organize a team to interview, out of which at least one should be a woman
IO
NGO member
Counselor
Team discussion on
First dimension: Existing information
Second dimension: Information given by victim
Preparing the victim for the interview
Assessing their fitness for the interview
Informing the survivor about interview process
Seeking consent
Preparing space for the interview
Ideally the interview should take place in a neutral environment (not the
police station)
The NGO working with the survivor may be a good place
If the interview/ statement is being conducted under Section 164 with the
involvement of the magistrate, arrange this interview in the magistrate’s
chamber rather than in the court.
If the court is the only option where the interview can be conducted then the
survivor needs to be prepared

4.3 Stages of the Interview
Beginning of the Interview
Introduce yourself
Provide information about the interview
process
Middle of the Interview
Help the victim recount the experiences of
trafficking
No clarifications should be asked
Occasionally summarize her experiences
Closure of the Interview
Seek clarifications
Summarize
Thank the victim
Leave scope for further disclosure and
contact by letting her know how she can
contact you or other members of the team
.

4.4 Interview Skills
Be Non Judgmental
It is difficult to respect someone if you have such judgments about
them.
If you have these judgments these will become mental blocks which
may stop you from understanding the pain of the survivor.
These judgments are likely to be reflected in your behaviour and use
of language with the survivors
Be an Active Listener
Appropriate eye-to-eye contact
Nod occasionally
Summarize towards the end
Non verbal sounds
Validate & normalize their feelings
Ask Helpful Questions
Open-ended Q's for exploration
1. Tell me about yourself
2. How have you spent time the last few days?
3. How are you feeling right now?
Close-ended Q's for clarification
1. Do you want to take a break now?
2. Is it okay if we carry on with the interview?
3. What else can I do to make you comfortable?
Preventing Re-traumatization
Be open to an evolving statement (Once the trust builds they may want to
state new facts or even contradictory facts. Instead of getting angry with
them, expect and accept such variations)
Seek permission - keep checking in with them to make sure they are
comfortable with the process
Managing Difficult Situations
A victim who wants to hurt themselves
If the victim knows the counselor
let them take the lead
If not, seek help from a mental health professional
A victim who is silent
Reassure safety
Highlight her need and how
helpful she is for the case
Give space if silence continues
A victim who is angry
Acknowledge their anger
Find a point of agreement with them
Remember it is not personal
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4.5 Victim Compensation Schemes
Ujjwala Scheme
To prevent trafficking of women and children for commercial sexual
exploitation through social mobilization and involvement of local
communities, awareness generation programs, generate public
discourse through workshops/seminars and such events and any other
innovative activity.
To facilitate rescue of victims from the place of their exploitation and
place them in safe custody.
To provide rehabilitation services both immediate and long-term to the
victims by providing basic amenities/needs such as shelter, food,
clothing, medical treatment including counselling, legal aid and guidance
and vocational training.
To facilitate reintegration of the victims into the family and society at
large
To facilitate repatriation of cross-border victims to their country of origin

Swadhar Greh Scheme
The Ministry of Child & Women Development (MCWD) supports over
200 shelters for more than 15,000 women and girls recused from a
range of difficult circumstances, including sex trafficking. Currently,
there are 551 Swadhar Greh homes with 16,530 beneficiaries across
States/UTs.
As per the scheme, Swadhar Greh should be set up in every district with
a capacity of 30 women.

Centrally Sponsored Plan Scheme for Rehabilitation of Bonded Labour

The Ministry of Labour & Employment (ML&E) on 17th May 2016
launched the scheme, which is a central sector scheme where the state
government is not required to pay any matching contribution for the
purpose of cash rehabilitation assistance.
Financial Assistance has been increased from INR 20,000 to INR
1,00,000 per adult male beneficiaries, INR 2 lakh for special category
beneficiaries such as children including orphans or and female
survivors.
Rehabilitated bonded labourers who are extremely vulnerable would
thereby receive INR 3 lakh assistance.
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Integrated Child Protection Scheme

The MWCD has formulated an umbrella scheme called Integrated Child
Protection Scheme (ICPS) with a view to provide a safe and secure
environment for the overall development of children who are in need of care and
protection as well as children in conflict with law, including children in difficult
circumstances.

National Child Labour Project Scheme

Initiated by ML&E, NCLP aims to prevent child labour and rescue & rehabilitate
child labourers under the age of 14, with an aim to mainstream formal education
for them.
Currently, the scheme covers 280 Districts and is implemented in 3234 Special
Training Centers, with an enrollment of 1,22,843 children.

NALSA's Compensation Scheme

As per NALSA's scheme, a victim of gang rape in any part of the country would
get a minimum compensation of Rs 5 lakh and up to a maximum of Rs 10 lakh.
Similarly, in case of rape and unnatural sexual assault, the victim would get a
minimum of Rs 4 lakh and maximum of Rs 7 lakh as compensation.
Local Schemes

Government of Telangana provides financial relief to the victims of atrocities
such as Trafficking through WD&CW Dept.
The financial assistance for Trafficking is Rs. 20,000/- (As per
G.O.Ms.No.28, WCD&SC(WP) Dept., Dt:,04.07.2003, 13.06.2011&
15.10.2012,)
Reserving 70% of seats in the diploma courses in Women Technical Training
Institution (Polytechnic), Hyderabad for orphans, destitute including trafficked
victims (G.O.Ms.No.14 dt. 23.05.2008 of WD,CW&DW(ICDS) Dept. has issued
orders)
Relief & Rehabilitation Fund for victims of atrocities - Payment of Rs. 50,000/- to
victims of sexual exploitation (G.O.Ms No.28 of WD,CW&DW (Progs) Dept
dt.4.7.2003)
Enhancement of immediate relief fund from Rs.5000/- to Rs.10,000/- to the
children/women who are rescued from trafficking (G.O.Ms No.13 of
WD,CW&DW (Progs) Dept dt. 21.4.2008)
POCSO Victims are eligible for Rs. 100,000/- compensation.
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APPENDIX A

Contract Amongst Different Stakeholders
CONTRACT
Dated

MEMORANDUM OF CONTRACT made this ………. day of September 2007, between the Spl. Inspector
General

&

Deputy

Inspector

General

of

Police,

CID,

Special

Cell,

West

Bengal

and

……………..

(hereinafter referred to as the Subscriber), whose address is, …………………..................................................

WHEREAS Criminal Investigation Department desires to engage the service of the subscriber on the terms
and conditions hereinafter set forth and

WHEREAS the subscriber is ready and willing to accept this engagement of service with Criminal
Investigation Department on the said terms and conditions,

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto agree as follows:

1.STATUS
The Subscriber shall be considered as having the same status of an independent Subscriber.

2. NATURE OF SERVICES
PROVIDE
a) As part of the AHTU, participate in all activities of the AHTU, on Rescue and Post rescue care and
attention.
b) Link up with the NGOs in the Country and elsewhere and take proper steps for the restoration/ repatriation
of the rescued Persons.
c) Provide Resource persons for anti-human trafficking training conducted by CID WB.
d) Provide legal support – inside and outside court.
e) Accompaniment during special drives conducted by CID,WB.
f) Give access to long and medium duration shelter homes for trafficked victims.
g) Post rescue trauma counseling.
h) Loan of IT trained office assistance for a few hours per week.
i) Access to research findings.

3. DURATION OF AGREEMENT
The contract will be for a duration of six months from the date of signing of this contract.

4. CONSIDERATIONThe total professional fee of Rupees 5,000/-(Rupees five thousand only) will be given
on a monthly basis.

5. RIGHT AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE SUBSCRIBER
(a) The rights and obligations of the subscriber are strictly limited to the terms and conditions of this
Agreement.

Accordingly,

the

Subscriber

shall

not

be

entitled

to

any

benefit,

payment,

subsidy,

or

compensation from CID, WB, except as expressly provided in Article 4 of this Agreement.
(b) The Subscriber shall be solely liable for claims by third parties arising from the Subscriber’s own
negligent acts or commissions in the course of performing this Agreement, and under nocircumstances shall
CID be held liable for such claims(s) by third parties.

6. ARBITRATIONAny claim or dispute arising out of or in connection with this Agreement or any breach
thereof, if not settled by direct negotiation, shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the Arbitration
Rules as at present in force.
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The parties hereto agree to be bound by any arbitration award rendered in accordance with this final
adjudication of any dispute.

7. PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES
Nothing in or relating to this Agreement shall be deemed a waiver of any of the privileges and immunities of
the CID.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the authorized representatives of theparties have executed this Agreement.

8. Addl. DGP CID West Bengal will be the final authority to decide on all matters of AHTU and his decision
will be binding on all concerned.

NGO 1

Spl. Inspector General of Police,

NGO 2

Special Cell

NGO 3

CID, West Bengal

UNODC SYNERGY IN ACTION - PROTOCOL ON THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF IAHTUS IN INDIA
BY PM NAIR ET AL. 2007

List of Offences Relevant to Trafficking and Penalties
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HANDBOOK ON THE LEGAL PROCESSES FOR POLICE IN RESPECT TO CRIMES AGAINST CHILDREN - P.M NAIR, 2019
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APPENDIX C
Definition of 'Child' in Laws Relevant to Trafficking

HANDBOOK ON THE LEGAL PROCESSES FOR POLICE IN RESPECT TO CRIMES AGAINST CHILDREN - P.M NAIR, 2019
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APPENDIX D
ITPA, 1956
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APPENDIX E

Memo - Establishing AHTUs in TS
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APPENDIX F
MHA - Setting up AHTUs
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APPENDIX F

About Tharuni
Tharuni is an organization working for the welfare of
adolescent girls and young women since 2000. It aims at
creating equal rights and opportunities to women on par with
men. Tharuni has been fighting against the evils of Child
Marriage, Trafficking & Child Labour ever since its inception.
With the formation of Balika Sanghas, it has been able to
empower the lives of 18,000 adolescent girls and was able to
stop hundreds of Child Marriages by playing a key role in
bringing policy level changes.

Tharuni could save children from working in Ginning Mills and
Brick Kilnsin Warangal. While continuing to impart life skills to
adolescents, it has been able to reduce illegal trafficking of
children.

Tharuni is the Technical Partner of Bharosa – An Integrated
Support Centre for Women & Children, an initiative by
Hyderabad City Police. It provides a host of services from Legal,
Medical, Psychotherapeutic and Prosecutorial to women &
children who are victims of violence.

www.tharuni.org

